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Introduction to the Play

The action takes place in Venice over the course of one afternoon & evening
(except for a couple of memory scenes, which take place in Torino).

It is a balmy spring day in the mid-1700s.

Settings in Venice:
  I.1 ~ The courtyard of Brighella’s osteria  II.1 ~ The interior of Brighella’s osteria
  I.2 ~ The street outside Brighella’s osteria  II.2 ~ The Bridge of Three Arches
  I.3 ~ Pantalone’s parlor     II.3 ~ The courtyard of Brighella’s osteria
  I.4 ~ The Bridge of Three Arches and Pantalone’s parlor

Music:
We have used a mix of period and contemporary music for the play. 

If you would like a complete listing of the music, please let us know. Meanwhile, we want to feature two:

“Se Florindo é fedele”
music by Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725)

lyrics by Domenico Filippo Contini (1669-1687) 

“That’s Amore”
music by Harry Warren;  lyrics by Jack Brooks 

first recorded by Dean Martin in 1953   



CAST
(by group, in order of appearance)

CAST
(by group, in order of appearance)

The Servants

Smeraldina, Clarice’s maidservant Lorraine Garrett & Aida Loggiodice 

Brighella, an innkeeper & cook Tanya Paul

Nora, a waitress at the inn Ms. Ann Haldy

Pandora, a waitress at the inn Laura Kockara

La Nonna, who wants to help Ms. Sara Soncina

Truffaldino, servant to “Federigo” and Florindo Ethan Fredericksen 

The Porter Mr. Thomas Joyce

The Masters

Florindo Aretusi, beloved of Beatrice Rasponi Nicolas Jacquemin

Beatrice Rasponi, in disguise as her brother Margherita Vanini

Silvio Lombardi, betrothed to Clarice Francis Accilien & Ivan Semashev

Clarice di Bisignosi, betrothed to Silvio Lika Kuziaeva

Dr. Lombardi, Silvio’s father (a lawyer) John Tabor Gage

Pantalone di Bisignosi, Clarice’s father (a businessman) Zak Rahman

The Street Performers

Cantarina Lauren Riba

Ballerina Leticia (Angell) Albuquerque

Violinist Hina Mitsuse

Cellist Jay Huang

Flutist Michelle McKay

Keyboard / Harpsichord Ms. Samantha Forrest
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Director & Production Manager  Ms. Valerie Bijur Carlson
Stage Managers  Anna Alexey, Angelina Not, & Diana Kuznetsova
Costume Design & Wardrobe Crew  Begum Haddat, Christelle Mezzadri, & Ms. Carlson
Make-up and Hair Design & Crew  Mariya Kozhuhar, Georgia Mantegazza, & Nadya Tsoy
Set Design  Alexey Dudov, Edward Lee, Dmitri Skulkov, 
         Mr. Thomas Joyce, & Ms. Carlson
Props Design & Fabrication  Jessica Landa with some assistance from the 2016-17 Drama 1 classes
Scenic Painting  Lorraine Garrett, the Set Designers, 
                    the 2016-17 Drama 1 classes, & Ms. Carlson
Scene Shop  Set Designers, Ivan Linnikov, Mr. Marco Casati, Moritz Mohr,
  Mr. Massimo de Lorenzi, Mr. Joyce (Show Carpenter), Ms. Carlson
Lighting Design / Board Operators  Madyson O’Connor, Fiona Perdomo, & Rebecca Wilson
Electricians  Mr. Pietro Bassi, Mr. Todd Bearden, & Ms. Carlson 
Music Director  Ms. Samantha Forrest 
“That’s Amore” Choreography  Ms. Mara Bernasconi  & Mr. Matthew Frazier-Smith
“That’s Amore” Vocal Arrangement & Coaching Georgia Mantegazza & Zak Rahman
Sound Engineer  Mr. David Z Peters
Rehearsal Assistance & Coaching  Ms. Ann Haldy & Mr. Matthew Frazier-Smith
Running Crew  Adrian Bulz, Set & Props Designers 
Program Editors  Ms. Carlson, Ms. Kristin Pedroja, & Mr. Jacopo Riva
Poster/Program Art   Mr. Martyn Duckes, Mr. Jacopo Riva, Ms. Carslon
Photography  Paloma Lazzarino, Frida Larsson,  Ms. Kim Nelson, & Rebecca Wilson
House Management  Moritz Mohr & Weekend Dorm Parents
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FRANCIS ACCILIEN ’19, USA 
(Silvio Lombardi) appeared in 
four plays before this one:  Kilroy 
Was Here, Guys and Dolls, Kiss Me, 
Kate (TASIS, spring 2016), and 
MCF: What a Life! (TASIS, summer 
2016). His career plans center 
around engineering, composing, 
and acting.

LETICIA (ANGELL) ALBUQUERQUE 
’19, Brazil (Ballerina) considers 
herself from Italy, Brazil, Lugano, 
Spain, and the US. She is excited 
to be in the play. The first time 
that she did theater was when 
she was nine years old, and 
she wants to study drama at 
university in the US. She thinks 
that drama is a way of evolving 
one’s thoughts.

ANNA ALEXEY ’18, Kazakhstan 
(Stage Manager) is very excited 

to be a stage manager for The 
Servant of Two Masters. It is her 
first experience in theater, and 
she is enjoying what she is 
doing. She wants to thank Diana 
and Angelina for sharing this 
experience with her.

JOHN TABOR GAGE ’17, USA 
(Dr. Lombardi) was initially 
confused about his casting 
because he has studied neither 
law nor Latin. That doesn’t matter 
now! He has taken previous roles 
as the ladies’ man Berowne in 
last year’s Love’s Labour’s Lost, the 
horrifying but misunderstood 
monster of Frankenstein, and the 
evil Iago in Shakespeare’s Othello. 
With all the training bestowed 
on him by the tenacious Ms. 
Carlson, he is ready to make his 
final stand on the TASIS autumn 
stage.

ANN HALDY, USA (Nora) has 
welcomed the opportunity to be 
part of this production. She began 
acting in fourth grade and has 
enjoyed performing many roles 
in both amateur and professional 
theater over a span of more than 
fifty years—including several at 
TASIS in the last few years. In her 
non-theatrical TASIS life, she is 
Assistant to the HS Grade Deans.

THOMAS HARRISON JOYCE, 
USA (Porter & Show Carpenter) 
After joining the 2015 production 
of Love’s Labour’s Lost, Mr. Joyce was 
excited to join in the 2016 production 
of Servant. His role is an example of 
art imitating life, as his first job after 
college was as a hotel porter.

LAURA KOCKARA ’20, Turkey/
Latvia (Pandora) is really excited 
to be a part of The Servant of the Two 
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Masters, her first play, and she 
thinks that the Pandora character 
is the right fit for her. She would 
like to thank Ms. Carlson for her 
role. She believes that the play 
will be an unforgettable memory 
for her.

MARIYA KOZHUHAR ’17, 
Lithuania (Hair & Make-up 
Design) This is Mariya’s first 
time in the theater, but she 
has had some experience with 
hair and make-up in the past. 
She is interested in the beauty 
world and hopes to get better 
at it through this incredible 
opportunity. She enjoys working 
in a team and creating looks for 
different characters. 

LIKA KUZIAEVA ’17, Russia 
(Clarice) is extremely glad to be 
a part of The Servant of Two Masters 

because it’s been so long since 
the last time she acted in a play. 
She hopes to do performing arts 
as her major at university. She 
would like to give huge thanks to 
all of the people working on this 
play and to her loving parents. 

EDWARD LEE ’20, Korea (Set 
Design) thinks that the play is 
going to be wonderful. He is so 
excited to see all actors do their 
best. This is Ed’s first year in set 
design and at TASIS.

AIDA LOGGIODICE ’17, 
Venezuela (Smeraldina) is 
excited to announce that this 
is her first time ever playing a 
female role! She was an actress 
and/or set designer for the 
TASIS productions The Merchant 
of Venice, Fiddler on the Roof, Love’s 
Labour’s Lost, and Kiss Me, Kate; 

but whenever she is not in the 
theater, you will surely find her 
in her room drinking tea. She’d 
like to give massive thanks to 
her roommate, her parents, her 
teddy bear(s), her brother, Ms. 
Carlson, and MM for keeping her 
sane. They are the real stars of 
the show.

TANYA PAUL ’18, India 
(Brighella) is overjoyed to be part 
of her first theatrical production 
at TASIS. She hopes that in the 
following productions she will 
be involved in any capacity she 
can. She wants to give a huge 
thank you to Ms. Carlson for her 
guidance and patience, to the rest 
of the cast and crew for making 
the experience amazing, and to 
her family for their unconditional 
love and support. She says to 
you, “Enjoy the show!” 
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ZAK RAHMAN ’17, Canada/
Saudi Arabia (Pantalone) is 
extremely pleased to be rejoining 
the TASIS Theater family after a 
year’s hiatus in Canada. Previous 
TASIS productions were The 
Merchant of Venice, Fiddler on the 
Roof, and MCF: What A Life!  He 
also appeared in Oliver! at Ashbury 
College. Zak would like to thank his 
greatest supporters—his family—
who unfailingly fly nine hours to 
see every one of his performances, 
and his general enablers: his dear 
friends and the TASIS community 
itself… particularly Ms. Carlson, 
Ah—ee—da Loggiodice, Liam 
Stevens, and VDP.

LAUREN RIBA ’19, South 
Africa (Cantarina) is thrilled to 
be performing in this show after 
being seen in both last year’s 
Kiss Me, Kate and this summer’s 

MCF: What a Life! She appreciates 
the support of her teachers and 
fellow students.

IVAN SEMASHEV ’18 Russia 
(Silvio Lombardi) is delighted 
to be participating once more 
in a theatrical production at 
TASIS. Over the past few years 
he has done many plays and 
musicals here, including The 
Merchant of Venice and Kiss Me, 
Kate. He would like to thank his 
entire family for their support 
and belief in his interest in 
performing arts.

SARA SONCINA, Italy (La 
Nonna) is on stage for the first 
time because when she saw that 
an Italian comedy was going 
to be performed, she decided 
to audition. She enjoyed very 
much being part of the cast and 

seeing how, piece by piece, the 
performance was shaped and 
masterfully put together under 
Ms. Carlson’s guidance.

MARGHERITA VANINI ’17, 
Italy & Russia (Beatrice Rasponi) 
was part of the Love’s Labour’s Lost 
and Kiss Me, Kate productions last 
year and is now delighted to take 
on the challenge of appearing in 
this hilarious play! She thanks 
her father for having opened up 
the world of performance to her, 
as well as her mother for the 
constant support and love.

ADDITIONAL MEMBERS OF 
THE CAST & CREW hail from 
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, 
Russia, Switzerland, Taiwan, 
Turkey, and the USA. They 
represent the Classes of 2017, 
2018, 2019, & 2020. 
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Italian Comic Genius on the TASIS Stage 

Carlo Goldoni on the TASIS stage! We have 
presented four autumns of Shakespearean 
comedies and tragedies, and they have been 
wonderful experiences and shows. This fall, 
however, we decided it was time to explore 
and celebrate a world theater tradition closer 
to home: Italian comedy. More specifically, 
commedia dell’arte, an art form that thrived for 
200 years and influenced theater-makers as 
close to home as Moliere and Shakespeare to as 
close to now as improv troupes and situational 
comedy.   

Arlecchino—or his French doppëlganger, 
Harlequin—is known throughout the Western 
world (and probably the Eastern as well, thanks 
to DC Comics’ Harley Quinn), and Pantalone, 
Columbina, and Il Dottore are well-known figures 
(even if by other names).  Even more significantly, 
TASIS students learn about commedia characters 
in our Elementary School and Middle School 
Italian classes. Staging Il servitore di due padroni 

(the original title) is a wonderful chance for 
them to see live what they’ve studied on paper; 
and it also gives all our students, faculty, and 
community the opportunity to experience what 
is probably the most famous work of one of Italy’s 
two most famous playwrights, Carlo Goldoni.

Goldoni drew on commedia dell’arte but 
humanized it, promoting the removal of the 
traditional masks and crudity that were a major 
element of the original form and arguing for the 
primacy of the playwright in structuring and 
scripting a play. His popularity in his day—due to 
his superbly crafted scripts and comic genius—
resulted in the manager of the Venetian theater 
he worked in accepting his plays for production 
without even reading them—he knew they 
would be hits. That theater was later named after 
him, and today whenever any theater wishes 
to stage a commedia dell’arte play, they look to 
Goldoni. We are very proud and pleased to share 
him with you tonight.
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SPECIAL THANKS

David Peters, Natalie Philpot, & Mara Bernasconi 
Martyn Dukes, Frank Long, & Kim Nelson 

Simone Aeschliman, Todd Bearden, & Sabrina Putnam
The TASIS Facilities Department,  

particularly Michele Dinelli, Roberto Colombo, & Pietro Bassi 
The TASIS Athletics Department Fall Coaches

The TASIS Receptionists: Wendy, Valentina, & Martina
Mark Chevalier &  the TASIS Communications & Website staff

Seamstresses straordinario:
Laura Fox, Luisella Govoni, Sarah Grove, Paola Prentice, & Allison Raymond

Erica Tryon, Theatre Director of Emma Willard School
The Staff of Villa Tacchi in the Veneto

Teatro Goldoni in Venice
Lyle Rigg, Mark Abisi, and the Deans

Lynn Fleming Aeschliman and the Board of Directors

and the families, friends, advisors, and dorm parents
of the cast and crew
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